Wisdom Of The Maya An Oracle Of Ancient Knowledge For Today
When somebody should go to the books stores, search commencement by shop, shelf by shelf, it is truly problematic. This is why we allow the book compilations in this website. It will totally ease you to see guide
Wisdom Of The Maya An Oracle Of Ancient Knowledge For Today as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best area within net connections. If you goal to
download and install the Wisdom Of The Maya An Oracle Of Ancient Knowledge For Today , it is entirely easy then, previously currently we extend the associate to buy and make bargains to download and install
Wisdom Of The Maya An Oracle Of Ancient Knowledge For Today for that reason simple!

Mrs Zigzag - Betty Chapman 2013-04-01
When Betty Farmer married double agent Eddie Chapman, Agent Zigzag, she knew her life would never be
ordinary. Yet even before her marriage to Eddie, her life involved incendiary bombs, serial killers, film roles
and love affairs with flying aces. After her marriage she coped with Eddie’s mistresses, his criminal
activities, separations and personal traumas.Coming from humble origins, Betty would, in time, own a
beauty business, a health farm and a castle in Ireland, become the friend and confidante of film stars and
an African president, and the honoured guest of Middle Eastern royalty. In an age where women were still
very much second-class, she became a perfect example of what, in spite of everything, was possible.Much
has been written about Eddie Chapman, films have been made, television programmes produced. Yet
alongside Eddie for most of his extraordinary life was an equally extraordinary woman: Mrs Zigzag. This
book tells the story of the Chapmans’ often fraught but ultimately loving relationship for the first time.
The Wisdom Keepers Inner Guidebook - Rosy Aronson 2015-11-11
'The Wisdom Keepers Inner Guidebook' welcomes you into the gaze of the 64 Faces of Awakening, each
here to recognize your worth, reflect your beauty and love you unconditionally. The Wisdom Keepers share
their teachings through intimate stories, contemplative questions and practical suggestions for how to
access your wisdom, open to your gifts and fulfill your potential. 'The Wisdom Keepers Inner Guidebook' is
best used with its companion, the magical 'Wisdom Keepers Oracle Deck' (available on the
wisdomkeepers.net website). Both are empowering tools of self-acceptance, understanding and healing.
Rosy has joined her 64 Faces of Awakening with archetypal themes and concepts found in the 64
hexagrams of the I Ching and explored in Richard Rudd's profound visionary book, The Gene Keys.
Medicine Wheel Oracle - MSW CHT Rev. Donata Ahern 2021-10
Since the author's first book, Medicine Wheel: Path of the Heart, she has wanted to make the Medicine
Wheel Oracle available. The project was left in prototype, and has now been edited and prepared for
publication by her editor. Based on the Maya Child's Count, this booklet provides the guidebook for the
Oracle. The readings for each number have been compiled for convenience. The texts for each reading are
complete and in the author's own voice. When combined with a set of discs, this is a powerful tool for
gaining insight into the day, or into a question. It will bring the wisdom of the Medicine Wheel clearly into
focus when used daily.
The Toltec I Ching - Martha Ramirez-Oropeza 2009-06-01
Sourced from common roots of ancient Chinese (I Ching) and pre-Hispanic Mesoamerican tradition, this
easy-to-use new resource distils and updates ancient, archetypal lessons for motivation, hope, and practical
guidance in modern life-situations. Symbolic indigenous images and lucid text energise, harmonise, and
integrate the inquirer's feminine and masculine natures -- providing an accessible, refreshing alternative to
the masculine/aristocratic biases of previous I Chings. The new sequence of hexagrams is specifically
designed to help individuals cultivate wise inner responses to circumstances beyond their control. For
readers of Toltec Wisdom that have responded so enthusiastically to books like The Four Agreements and to
the idea of spirit warriors as in Dan Millman's Peaceful Warrior, this hands-on oracle will be a welcome
addition. In these uncertain times, it will be a helpful tool to many seeking inner guidance and
understanding.
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The Animal Wisdom Tarot - Dawn Brunke 2013-03-14
Using tarot cards is a time honored way to see the patterns of the past, explore the potential of what is to
come and predict your future. The Animal Wisdom Tarot contains an inspirational book and a complete
deck of 78 tarot cards.
The Fool's Wisdom Oracle Cards - Sonia Choquette 2012-04
52-Card Deck and Guidebook The Fool's Wisdom Oracle Cards are designed to accelerate personal
empowerment and spiritual growth. The “Fool” is the universal archetype of our witness self, the eternally
objective Divine voice who resides within all of us. He observes and comments on our lives as we journey
through the human experience, pointing out what we sometimes refuse to acknowledge. He helps us
recognize the folly of living from the ego's limitations when we're meant to live as holy and Divine creative
beings. You can seek the Fool's wisdom on any subject at any time. Use these oracle cards to attain
personal growth; deeper insights; and clarity into any situation, relationship, decision, interaction, or
question you may have. The accompanying guidebook will help you interpret the cards' meanings and spark
your own intuition. Consult the Fool's wisdom daily and it will shed light on all the blind spots and shadows
that keep you from expressing your highest truth. Each of the Fools carves a pathway to a more authentic
life. Through these oracle cards, you'll come to embrace and deeply value your own inner Fool—your Divine
witness and wise self.
2012-2021 - The Dawn of the Sixth Sun - Sergio Magana "Ocelocoyotl" 2012-09-01
What happens on and after December 21, 2012? There has been much confusion and many predictions
based on the Mayan calendar. Some people think time on Earth will end, but what if there was an intact
and complete resource from the ancestors that will give us the wisdom we need for the shift and an
understanding of the coming era? In "2012-2021: The Dawn of the Sixth Sun," Sergio Magana
(Ocelocoyotl), mystic and teacher of the ancient Toltec/Aztec lineage of Mesoamerica, discloses an in-depth
understanding from a rich and uninterrupted oral tradition, the meaning of the shift from the Fifth to the
Sixth Sun, the possibilities presented to humanity at this time, and ancient teachings and practices
designed to support this shift. The Toltecs knew how to interpret the mathematical or universal order that
governs all of existence by measuring and observing cycles of time, and the impact they had on the Earth,
human consciousness, and perception.
How to Practice Mayan Astrology - Bruce Scofield 2006-11-27
A contemporary and practical guide to Mayan astrological techniques • Discusses the logic and meaning of
the 20 day-signs of the Mayan calendar • Explains the many cycles of Mayan astrology, such as the 9-day
cycle of the Night Lords and the 13-day trecena • Contains extensive tables of Mayan astrological data,
allowing readers to cast their own Mayan horoscopes How to Practice Mayan Astrology presents a
contemporary guide to one of the most sophisticated astrological systems ever developed. Like other
ancient peoples, the Maya looked to the cycles of the planets as markers of time and designators of order.
The predictable cycles they observed became codified in the Mayan calendar and astrological system as a
way of organizing the seeming chaos of human life. Mayan astrology is based on 20 named days that are
cycled 13 times to create a 260-day calendar, the Tzolkin. The authors explain the symbolism, logic, and
meaning of the 20 day-signs; how these signs reflect 260 possible personality types; and how they can be
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used for divination. They also explain the important role of the Four Directions and the planet Venus in
one’s personality matrix and life issues. Included are extensive, easy-to-use tables of Mayan astrological
data, allowing readers to determine their day-signs, to see how these signs are also influenced by the cycle
of the Night Lords and the 13-day trecena, and to cast their own horoscopes.
The Heart of the Labyrinth - Nicole Schwab 2014-10-25
Reminiscent of Paolo Coelho's masterpiece "The Alchemist" and Lynn V. Andrew's acclaimed Medicine
Woman series, The Heart of the Labyrinth is a beautifully evocative spiritual parable, filled with exotic
landscapes and transformational soul lessons. As everything she thought she knew about herself
disintegrates: her health, career, family and identity, Maya embarks on a journey of discovery to the land of
her ancestors. There a mysterious Sage guides her through dreams, visions and lifetimes, to the heart of
the labyrinth. Coming face-to-face with her subconscious belief that being a woman is a threat, she
understands that to step into wholeness she will have to reclaim the sacred feminine fire burning in her
soul. But what is at stake far exceeds her individual life: with it sits the fate of the Earth herself, waiting for
the Priestess to be reborn. A grand, soul-shifting answer to the hungry soul's question: who am I? Maya's
story calls us back to a sacred, personal connection with the Earth. Nicole Schwab is a mesmerizing new
voice for our times, offering a message of Earth-centered wisdom reuniting us with the divine feminine.
Nicole's work is in the tradition of many spiritual teachings: using story or parable as a vehicle for
transmitting profound truths direct to the soul. And in the tradition of many women's writings, she blurs the
lines between traditional genres of fiction, non-fiction and poetry. She weaves stories within stories.
Dreams, visions and different lifetimes, are blended in a rich satisfying narrative which nourishes the spirit
and mind.
2013 Mayan Sunrise - Sri Ram Kaa 2010-06-15
WHAT WILL 2013 BRING? Many believe the world will end December 21, 2012. Is it true? When Mayan
elders are asked about the end of their ancient calendar on that date, they simply smile and say, "It is the
return of more light." In 2013 Mayan Sunrise, Sri Ram Kaa and Kira Raa take you from the peaks of Machu
Pichu and the headwaters of the Ganges to the highlands of Guatemala and deep into the heart of Mayan
culture. They pass along the wisdom of the high priests of the Maya, who are aware this is a hinge moment.
In a time when the ecosystem is damaged beyond repair and with the world in crisis, the Maya know that a
disruptive transition is near. They look to the beginning of a new era when humanity will return to a state of
exquisite balance and harmony. As global chaos escalates toward the supposed end date, you have a choice-fear or awakening. Now is your opportunity: •Are you aware of the future? •How and where is your path
ahead? •Are you open to trusting your inner wisdom? •Are you ready for your Mayan sunrise?
The Illustrated Crystallary Oracle Cards - Maia Toll 2021-11-23

Elijio Panti, one of the last surviving and most respected traditional healers in the rainforest of Belize.
Maya Majiks - Laura LaBrie 2020-03-15
Comprehensive guide book for the Maya Majiks Oracle Cards
The Fifth Sacred Thing - Starhawk 2011-08-10
An epic tale of freedom and slavery, love and war, and the potential futures of humankind tells of a twentyfirst century California clan caught between two clashing worlds, one based on tolerance, the other on
repression. Declaration of the Four Sacred Things The earth is a living, conscious being. In company with
cultures of many different times and places, we name these things as sacred: air, fire, water, and earth.
Whether we see them as the breath, energy, blood, and body of the Mother, or as the blessed gifts of a
Creator, or as symbols of the interconnected systems that sustain life, we know that nothing can live
without them. To call these things sacred is to say that they have a value beyond their usefulness for human
ends, that they themselves became the standards by which our acts, our economics, our laws, and our
purposes must be judged. no one has the right to appropriate them or profit from them at the expense of
others. Any government that fails to protect them forfeits its legitimacy. All people, all living things, are
part of the earth life, and so are sacred. No one of us stands higher or lower than any other. Only justice
can assure balance: only ecological balance can sustain freedom. Only in freedom can that fifth sacred
thing we call spirit flourish in its full diversity. To honor the sacred is to create conditions in which
nourishment, sustenance, habitat, knowledge, freedom, and beauty can thrive. To honor the sacred is to
make love possible. To this we dedicate our curiosity, our will, our courage, our silences, and our voices. To
this we dedicate our lives. Praise for The Fifth Sacred Thing “This is wisdom wrapped in drama.”—Tom
Hayden, California state senator “Starhawk makes the jump to fiction quite smoothly with this memorable
first novel.”—Locus “Totally captivating . . . a vision of the paradigm shift that is essential for our very
survival as a species on this planet.”—Elinor Gadon, author of The Once and Future Goddess “This strong
debut fits well against feminist futuristic, utopic, and dystopic works by the likes of Charlotte Perkins
Gilman, Ursula LeGuin, and Margaret Atwood.”—Library Journal
The Oracle of Ix Chel - Rosita Arvigo 2015-03-15
Set in the ancient Maya city of Chichen, The Oracle of Ix Chel tells the story of Jade Skirt, Oracle and High
Priestess of the Goddess Ix Chel during a critical time in history when the Maya are turning away from
peaceful worship of the goddess and embracing the brutal practice of human sacrifice. Jade Skirt must set
herself against the bloodthirsty priests of the War God to save her beloved granddaughter, a young girl
destined to continue the sacred lineage and one day rule Ix Chel's women's sanctuary, Cuzamil Island. With
the help of her spirit guide, her deep knowledge of rainforest plant lore and a staunch ally who is her
forbidden love, Jade Skirt sets off on a tense adventure that will change the course of Maya history forever.
The Mayan Prophecies for 2012 - Gerald Benedict 2012-01-01
A cataclysmic change to our way of life is looming as the winter solstice of 2012 heralds the end of the
5,000-year Mayan "Fourth Age". With its conclusion, will we see the end of the world as we know it, or the
dawning of a new golden age?
Easy Astrology Oracle Cards - Maya White 2008-09-01
This 40-card deck (with accompanying guidebook) can help you fulfill your desire to truly understand
astrology. The cards make learning quick and easy through interaction with symbols and colors, combined
with key words. Now, something that was once complicated will become fun! With the Easy Astrology
Oracle Cards, you'll finally learn the basics of astrology and will even be able to give readings to others.
The images and words incorporated into each card make memorization a thing of the past, and you'll be
amazed by how much knowledge you absorb by using the cards and guidebook together. You'll now have
the keys at hand . . . to unlock your inner guide!
The Illustrated Herbiary - Maia Toll 2018-08-07
Rosemary is for remembrance; sage is for wisdom. The symbolism of plants Ñ whether in the ancient Greek
doctrine of signatures or the Victorian secret language of flowers Ñ has fascinated us for centuries.
Contemporary herbalist Maia Toll adds her distinctive spin to this tradition with profiles of the mysterious
personalities of 36 herbs, fruits, and flowers. Combining a passion for plants with imagery reminiscent of
tarot, enticing text offers reflections and rituals to tap into each plantÕs power for healing, self-reflection,

The Shaman's Oracle - John Matthews 2013-06-01
This innovative oracle connects us directly to the wisdom of our prehistoric ancestors. Modern-day shaman
John Matthews and shamanic artist Wil Kinghan have created a special deck of 52 cards inspired by cave
art, and their unique system can help us find answers to life's most vital questions. The cards represent five
archetypes—Spirits, Ancestors, Hunters, Dancers, and Shamans—each linked to a different aspect of
human experience. The evocative images touch on ancestral memories and subconscious forces that
influence us at the deepest level of being.
Maia Toll's Wild Wisdom Companion - Maia Toll 2021-11-23
"Maia Toll's Wild Wisdom Companion guides readers in developing a personalized earth-based spiritual
practice using rituals, writing prompts, recipes, symbols, and reflections tied to each season"-13 Moon Oracle - Ariel Spilsbury 2006-03
THE 13 MOON ORACLE is an interactive kit for entering into and working with the mysteries of the divine
feminine. In the spirit of her mentors Jean Houston and Joseph Campbell, master crone Ariel Spilsbury
teaches how to access the nonlinear mind to invoke the archetypal inner world of the goddess using the
finely crafted oracular tools contained within this kit.
Sastun - Rosita Arvigo 2014-03-04
The compelling drama of American herbologist Rosita Arvigo's quest to preserve the knowledge of Don
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and everyday guidance. Smaller versions of the illustrations are featured on 36 cards to help guide your
thoughts and meditations.
Goddess on Earth Oracle - Lisa Levart 2021-05-09
Oracle decks have long been embraced as a tool for divination, self-reflection and creative inspiration. This
Deck and Guidebook embraces all of these uses, while being centered on contemporary, feminist
interpretations of myths. On each card, there is a message to help gain more clarity and perspective.
Inclusive and diverse, the women portrayed offer their wisdom on the power of archetypes as a gift to
others as they navigate their own lives.Goddess on Earth: ORACLE is a 45-card deck structured around the
five elements; EARTH, WATER, AIR, FIRE and SPIRIT. The 144 page, soft covered, 6"x 6.5" Guidebook is a
beautifully designed gem. The in-depth book offers readers deeper knowledge about the attributes of the
myths, the perspectives of the women portrayed, and a specific action to reflect upon; an invaluable
resource of wisdom. The cards are 3.5" x 5", printed on heavyweight 400gsm stock with rounded gold foiled
edges, and a soft laminate varnish. The cards and book are packaged together in a deluxe, foil-stamped,
magnetic closure box.
Goddess Power Oracle Cards - Colette Baron-Reid 2019-06-22
We are at an unprecedented time in modern history in which the 'goddess energy' in every woman is
waking up and stirring as women collectively choose to reclaim their power from the structures of authority
that have ruled for so long. We all feel it welling up; asking for a new way of being in the world. From
beloved oracle expert and internationally acclaimed spiritual teacher Colette Baron-Reid; Goddess Power is
a unique oracle deck that allows ancient goddesses to revisit us here in modern times; to share their
experience; strength; wisdom and truth with the modern spiritual seeker looking for empowerment and
guidance.This magnificently illustrated deck features goddesses from ancient civilizations around the
world.
The Illustrated Bestiary - Maia Toll 2019-10-01
Author and spiritual wellness guide Maia Toll turns the insight and wisdom that birthed The Illustrated
Crystallary and The Illustrated Herbiary — her best-selling volume on the mystical power of plants — to the
mysteries of the animal kingdom. She profiles the mystical, meaningful traits of 36 powerful animals and
explores how those traits can guide our intentions, inform our actions, and offer wisdom and insight. Spring
Peeper’s ability to reemerge from frozen hibernation can inspire us to reinvent ourselves. Katydid’s five
eyes can lend clarity of vision when we need to see the bigger picture. A deck of 36 oracle cards beautifully
illustrated by Kate O'Hara, plus suggested rituals, readings, and reflections, guide readers in cultivating
and accessing each animal’s special energy. Also available: The Illustrated Bestiary Collectible Box Set and
The Illustrated Herbiary Collectible Box Set.
Power of Raven, Wisdom of Serpent - Noragh Jones 1994-04
The customs and spirituality of the traditional communities of the highlands and islands of Scotland were
preserved in a way that has been lost to most people today. Jones describes the vital roles of women in
those communities, with their customary powers of "seeing," healing, blessing, and cursing. Their
hospitality, conviviality, and deep wisdom, together with their celebration of the tasks of daily life, have
much to teach us today in our modern way of life.
The Illustrated Crystallary - Maia Toll 2020-09-01
Best-selling author Maia Toll’s third book, The Illustrated Crystallary, offers inspiration and spiritual
guidance garnered from 36 gemstones and minerals, and includes 36 oracle cards beautifully illustrated by
Kate O’Hara.
Transcendent Wisdom of the Maya - Gabriela Jurosz-Landa 2019-03-26
An initiate’s inside account of ancient Maya spiritual practices alive today • Includes a Foreword by José
Luis Tigüilá NABÉ kaxbaltzij, spokesperson of the Maya municipality • Details the initiation process the
author went through to become a Maya shaman-priestess, including rituals, prayers, and ceremonies •
Explains the foundational spiritual wisdom of the Maya calendar as a living entity, its cycles of time, and
the significance of “the counting of the days”, which helps keep time itself alive • Examines the power of
dance and Maya ceremonies, Maya future-telling, and communication with ancestors through the sacred
fire Offering an insider’s experiential account of ancient Maya spiritual wisdom and practices, initiated
wisdom-of-the-maya-an-oracle-of-ancient-knowledge-for-today

Maya shaman-priestess Gabriela Jurosz-Landa opens up the mysterious world of the Maya, dispelling the
rampant misinformation about their beliefs and traditions, sharing the transcendent beauty of their
ceremonies, and explaining the Maya understanding of time, foundational to their spiritual worldview and
cosmology. The author, an anthropologist, details the initiation process she went through to become a Maya
shaman-priestess in Guatemala, including rituals, prayers, the presence of numinous forces, and the
transmission of sacred knowledge. She explains the spiritual wisdom of the Maya calendar as a living
entity, its cycles of time, and the significance of “the counting of the days,” which helps keep time itself
alive. She examines Maya spiritual and cosmological concepts such as how the universe is shaped like a
triangle over a square. She reveals the profound power of dance in Maya tradition, explaining how ritual
dance halts the flow of time, reactivates primordial events, and captures vital energies that keep the Maya
spiritual tradition vital and alive. Exploring other Maya secret knowledge, she also details Maya ritual
attire, Maya future-telling with the calendar, the reading of the Tzi’te beans, and how the Maya
communicate with ancestors through the sacred fire. Illustrating how contemporary Maya life is suffused
with spiritual tradition and celebration, the author shares the teachings of the Maya from her initiate and
anthropologist point of view in order to help us all learn from the ancient wisdom of their beliefs and
worldview. Because, to truly understand the Maya, one must think like the Maya.
The Maya End Times - Patricia Mercier 2012-01-01
According to the Maya Prophecies, the 5,000-year"Fourth Age" will come to it end in 2012. In a remarkable
adventure which takes her all over Central South America and involves strange ceremonies at sacred
pyramids, scaling an active volcano and chases with drug runners, Patricia Mercier attempts to discover
whether 2012 will be the end of the world as know it or the dawning of a new golden age.
The Book of Lies - Aleister Crowley 2018-01-23
Aleister Crowley s The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many
layers of hidden meaning requires a little patience and more than a beginner s knowledge of Thelema. For
those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward offered by a deeper understanding of this
challenging text is well worth the effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing
restores all of Crowley s original text, including the important keys, sigils and diagrams often omitted from
reprints.
The magic and mysteries of Mexico or, The Arcane secrets and occult lore of the ancient
Mexicans and Maya - Lewis Spence 1989
The magic and mysteries of Mexico or, The Arcane secrets and occult lore of the ancient Mexicans and
Maya
The Mayan Calendar and the Transformation of Consciousness - Carl Johan Calleman 2004-03-25
Reveals the Mayan calendar to be a spiritual device that describes the evolution of human consciousness
from ancient times into the future • Shows the connection between cosmic evolution and actual human
history • Provides a new science of time that explains why time not only seems to be speeding up in the
modern world but is actually getting faster • Explains how the end of the Mayan calendar is not the end of
the world, but a path toward enlightenment The prophetic Mayan calendar is not keyed to the movement of
planetary bodies. Instead, it functions as a metaphysical map of the evolution of consciousness and records
how spiritual time flows--providing a new science of time. The calendar is associated with nine creation
cycles, which represent nine levels of consciousness or Underworlds on the Mayan cosmic pyramid.
Through empirical research Calleman shows how this pyramidal structure of the development of
consciousness can explain things as disparate as the common origin of world religions and the modern
complaint that time seems to be moving faster. Time, in fact, is speeding up as we transition from the
materialist Planetary Underworld of time that governs us today to a new and higher frequency of
consciousness--the Galactic Underworld--in preparation for the final Universal level of conscious
enlightenment. Calleman reveals how the Mayan calendar is a spiritual device that enables a greater
understanding of the nature of conscious evolution throughout human history and the concrete steps we
can take to align ourselves with this growth toward enlightenment.
Ancient Future - Wayne B. Chandler 2000-12
Ancient Future celebrates the wisdom of those ancient civilizations that did not disassociate the
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philosophical, spiritual, and material realms of life. This book is an attempt to re-create this holistic
experience in hopes that a synthesized view of life will become reality in the 21st century.
Rainforest Remedies - Rosita Arvigo 1993-01
Timely book on rainforest herbology and traditional healing. Authors work with Central American healers to
compile herbal lore.
Pocket Maya Angelou Wisdom - Hardie Grant Books 2019-02-05
Pocket Maya Angelou Wisdom is a collection of some of her best and most empowering quotes. This is the
ultimate keepsake for fans of Maya Angelou's beautiful poetry, as well as for anyone looking for a bit of inthe-moment inspiration to have in their back pocket. Some quotes from Maya Angelou: 'If you don't like
something, change it. If you can't change it, change your attitude.' 'You may not control all the events that
happen to you, but you can decide not to be reduced by them.' 'Love recognizes no barriers. It jumps
hurdles, leaps fences, penetrates walls to arrive at its destination full of hope.' 'History, despite its
wrenching pain, cannot be unlived, however, if faced with courage, need not be lived again.'
The Goddess Oracle - Amy Makashinsky 2002-11-18
This paperback book and deck of 52 illustrated cards celebrate the many faces of the Goddess as she has
been worshipped in cultures around the world since the beginning of time. Each of the 52 Goddesses
represents a particular aspect or energy.
The Wisdom Seeker's Tarot - David Fontana 2017-04-18
The most accessible Tarot kit available, with expert guidance on techniques from psychologist David
Fontana and incredibly clear and inspiring illustrations to light up your journey of self-discovery. A Tarot
classic. This kit is a Tarot classic, combining inspiring, luminous illustrations that make the symbolism of
the cards easy to grasp with a guidebook that clarifies the mysteries and symbolism of the Tarot and
encourages users as they embark on their own journey of self-discovery with the cards. Author David
Fontana's twin perspectives as Tarot expert and psychologist make this deck the most accessible and useful
on the market. A highly respected psychologist with an abiding interest in the connection between symbols
and the deeper levels of the unconscious, he was captivated by the way in which the Tarot communicates
through universal visual symbolism. In the guidebook, he explains how focusing on Tarot symbols can
provide us with keys to the vast amount of instinctive patterns of thought and behaviour that is normally
inaccessible to our conscious minds, but which determines much of who we are and what we can become.
Thus, accessing our unconscious through the Tarot can play a crucial role in our psychological and spiritual
development. The kit contains: * The 22 Major Arcana cards and 56 Minor Arcana cards * An 80pp
guidebook that gives insight into the history, symbolism and psychology of the Tarot, explains how to
integrate the Tarot into your own life for self-discovery and positive change, and provides traditional
layouts to guide you in your journey
The Prophetic Mayan Queen - Leonide Martin 2019-01-25
She was born to serve the Goddess Ix Chel. But K'inuuw Mat is destined to continue the Palenque (Lakam
Ha) dynasty by marriage to Tiwol, fourth son of famous ruler Pakal. Trained in prophetic arts, she uses
scrying to foresee the face of the man with whom she will bear the dynastic heir--but it is not her husband's
image. She is shocked upon arriving at Palenque to recognize that face as her husband's older brother, Kan
Bahlam. They are immediately attracted, sharing deep interest in astronomy. Though she resists, the
magnetic force of their attraction propels them into forbidden embraces, until Kan Bahlam designs a bold
plan that would solve his inability to produce a son--if he can gain his brother's cooperation. Set in the
splendor of Lakam Ha's artistic and scientific zenith, royal family conflicts and ambitions play out in a
tapestry of brilliant Mayan accomplishments in calendars, astronomy, architecture, arts, and secret
language codes that will astound people centuries later. As K'inuuw Mat contends with explosive emotions,
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she must answer the Goddess' mandate to preserve Mayan culture for future generations. Her passion with
Kan Bahlam leads to a pale daughter and bold son who carry this out as their civilization begins the decline
and eventual collapse her prophetic vision foresees. One great cycle rolls into the next . . . Contemporary
Mexican archeologist Francesca and her partner Charlie, a British linguist, venture into Chiapas jungles to
a remote Maya village, seeking to unravel her grandmother's secrets. The hostile village shaman holds the
key, but refuses to share with outsiders the scandal that leads to foreign blood and ancient Palenque
lineages. Only by re-claiming her own shamanic heritage can Francesca learn the truth of who she is, and
bring her dynasty into the present.
Sacred Monkey River - Christopher Shaw 2000
The former editor of Adirondack Life provides a profound and entertaining account of his odyssey by canoe
along the Usumacinta River and its tributaries along the border of Guatemala and Mexico, a little-known
region that once spawned the ancient Olmec and Maya civilizations of Mesoamerica.
The Maya Book of Life - Michael Owen 2011-03
THE MAYA BOOK OF LIFE: UNDERSTANDING THE XULTUN TAROT is the companion book to the Xultun
Tarot Classic Edition. It explores the archetypes and alchemy of the major arcana of the Xultun Tarot
through indigenous teachings and the analytical psychology of C G Jung and casts new light on the meaning
of 2012. The Xultun Tarot was created by Peter Balin in 1976 based on images from Maya history and
culture. Taken from a single painting, it is the only tarot deck where the major arcana form a complete
picture. This picture is a symbolic image of the alchemical marriage of spirit and matter and a map of what
Jung called the individuation process. Only 500 copies of the original Xultun Tarot were ever printed. Now
Kahurangi Press (xultun.com) has recreated this classic, long out-of-print deck true to its original large size
and vibrant colours together with a book that explains the profound symbolism of the cards. Michael Owen
is a clinical psychologist in private practice and author of Jung and the Native American Moon Cycles. He
lives in New Zealand.
Mayan Calendar Astrology - Kenneth Johnson 2011-12
"Mayan Calendar Astrology: Mapping Your Inner Cosmos" is the quintessential handbook to help you
understand the art of Mayan astrology and how to harness it for a profound illumination of your personal
lifepath. If you liked "Jaguar Wisdom," this book will take you even deeper into the powerful insights that
Mayan astrology can offer, whether you're a seasoned expert or just a beginner. Included in the book are: Complete information about the day signs and numbers - The importance of the Year Lord - The Mayan
Destiny chart (also known as the Mayan Cross) - The complete nine-sign horoscope - Solar and lunar cycles
- A unique method for determining the phases of human life - The personal compatibility matrices
embedded within the Tzolk'in - A little-known technique for assessing human relationships by combining
two horoscopes into a composite chart - Calendar diagrams and horoscope templates - A powerful and
meditative technique called the "Path of Feathered Serpent," based on our own "personal lunar month" and
designed, through a series of guided meditations, to awaken the koyopa or inner lightning we all possess.
REVIEWS: "I am profoundly grateful to Kenneth Johnson for sharing his experientially based understanding
of the Tzolk'in in this remarkable book. As a long-time lover of the Mayan world, 'Mayan Calendar
Astrology' finally opened my eyes to the subtle workings of the 260-day calendar and led me to embrace it
as a genuine path to self-understanding. The author's work is based upon his years of work with several aj
q'ijab' in the Guatemalan highlands, primarily in Momostenango, the important center for contemporary
Mayan calendar knowledge. Johnson's explanations of the significance of the 13 numbers, the Mayan
Destiny chart, the Year Lords, and the Path of Feathered Serpent are unique in popular literature and will
enrich the understanding of even dedicated scholars." - Robert Sitler, PhD, Director, Latin American
Studies, Stetson University
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